
these sessions have been written to
compliment a health and fitness scheme of
work for ks3/4

Activities to be done at a pace
comfortable to the pupils.
 

we recommend music as a motivator for
all of the lessons

Key stage 3/4 
skipping - 6 sessions

The jump rope cards were created by
Pete Charette. You can purchase a
full set of 50 cards for £6.31 from
the TES.com 



             
Pupils will explore individual technique and apply
theoretical concepts into practice.  Development and
demonstration of these fitness techniques will be seen
through skipping skills, personal challenges and circuits.  
Opportunities to lead, coach and analyse others will
enhance leadership and communication skills.

                                        
It is helpful if the pupils have:

 Taken part in fitness based activities 
 Have a general knowledge of training ideas & concepts.
 Ability to warm-up independently.

Pupils will be able to understand and use words relating
to health and fitness, e.g. warm up, heart rate
Communication; Speaking and Listening. Cooperation;
Working together.  Competencies will be used, discussed
and applied from all section areas. 

Language for learning

prior learning

Key stage 3/4 
skipping - 6 sessions

aim:



Teaching Activities
 Using the How to Skip guide - students familiarise

themselves with their skipping rope - checking
good body shape and efficient rope swings.

In pairs - using the how to skip guide, analyse your
partner's technique and offer helpful hints to
improve

To work individually and as a pair to
demonstrate and analyse correct skipping
technique.  To develop single and double
skipping to put into a workout routine.

Learning Objectives

session 1

Develop skipping technique using single and
double bounce skipping

Take part in the 10 minute beginner workout,
choosing either single or double bounce skipping.

Which did you find harder - single or double
bounce?

What helpful hints did you give to your partner?



Teaching Activities
 

Using the Jump rope skill cards, levels 1 - 4
practice each card, until you have mastered the
skill, then move on to the next level.

Learning Objectives

session 2

In pairs, take turns demonstrate each skill level you
have mastered to your partner.

Warm up with 3 minutes of skipping, breaking it
down into 30 seconds skip, 30 seconds rest - use
single and double bounce from session 1.

How did you assess if you have mastered a
skill level?

How did you communicate effectively to your
partner to teach them a skill level?

In pairs, take turns to choose a skill level card to
teach to your partner.

To develop skipping techniques to increase the
difficulty of the activity.  How to lead a partner
through a skipping skill level.



Teaching Activities
 

Using the Jump rope skill cards, levels 5 - 9
practice each card, until you have mastered the
skill, then move on to the next level.

To develop more skipping techniques to
increase the difficulty of the activity.  How to
adapt skipping skills and motivate a partner.

Learning Objectives

session 3

In pairs, take turns demonstrate each skill level you
have mastered to your partner.

Warm up - With your rope on the floor - practice
the foot patterns of the skills sheets from last
session.

How did you adapt your skipping with each of
the skill levels?

How did encourage your partner if they found
the skill level difficult?

In pairs, take turns to choose a skill level card to
teach to your partner.



Teaching Activities
 

To work as a small group to design a fitness
skipping circuit utilising previously learnt
skipping skills.

Learning Objectives

session 4

As a small group, design a skipping circuit that
incorporates 3 different skipping skills.

Warm up with your rope for 3 minutes
incorporating at least 1 of the new skills from the
last session.

What are the health benefits of a skipping
circuit?

What happens in the circuit if the skill level is
too high - how could we adapt this?

In pairs come up with other fitness uses for your
skipping rope that could be used in a general
fitness circuit, e.g. rope of the floor, speed bounce.

As a small group, design a skipping circuit that
increases with difficulty at each station.  Monitor
your heart rate, to see how hard you're working.



Teaching Activities
 

To develop personal best at skipping challenges
and improve performance through technique.

Learning Objectives

session 5

Using the saspchallenges.co.uk - secondary
skipping challenges, in pairs take turns to do the
explore challenges and record your partners score
for each challenge.

Take part in the 10 minute skipping circuit you
designed in lesson 5.

What motivated you to improve your score? 
 What did you do differently to improve your
score?

Did you perform all of the skips to the correct
techniques when trying to beat your score? 
 How can incorrect technique effect
performance?

In pairs - repeat one of the challenges, can you
improve your score?



Teaching Activities
 

In pairs, practice forward facing jumping.  One
partner controls the rope, the other times their
jump.

To work with a partner to perform partner skips
and develop ideas on skipping as a pair.

Learning Objectives

session 6

In pairs, practice side by side jumping.  Partners
stand shoulder to shoulder and perform either
single or double bounce in unison.

Warm up - Use one of the skipping challenges from
saspchallenges. See if you can beat your target
from last week

Which did find easy or difficult working with
your partner?

Which body movements had to be in unison
for partner jumping to work correctly?

In pairs, using side by side jumping - come up with
different styles of jumping the rope, e.g hop, turn






















